
Celebrate artist achievements on the Billboard charts,

career defining accolades and industry-related mile-

stones by advertising in these in-depth and attention

grabbing special sections congratulating the best in

the biz and reaching the elusive industry influencer!
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Call your advertising representative for the latest EDITORIAL
UPDATES, ISSUE DATES and AD CLOSE DATES.

Customized print and online packages available.

Billboard Stars are the timely and ideal way to maximize
publicity and promote new artist offerings, tours, 
company milestones and achievements.

E xplore how working collaboratively with Billboard can
give an artist or company the best possible press push
at exactly the right time through the worlds most credible
music and entertainment news source–Billboard!

PAST HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE:
Elvis Presley, Eric Clapton, Yes, Bon Jovi, Gibson Guitars, MTV,
Maroon 5, Toby Keith and more!

BILLBOARD STARS

NY 646.654.4622   LA 323.525.2299 NASHVILLE 615.383.1573         615.352.0265 LONDON 44.207.420.6075

“ …I was pleased with the
Billboard special section on my

career. Many thanks!”
DONNA SUMMER

“ Many thanks for the
great job you did… I
was thrilled with the
Billboard tribute.”

ELTON JOHN

“ The Billboard issue is amazing.  Thank
you for everything you did to make this
happen and make us look so good.”

JON BON JOVI



“When I hear the words ‘That’s never been done,’ I feel like a lion being

thrown some meat.” From “Q: The Autobiography of Quincy Jones”

S
ix decades into a career that spans the his-

tory of American music, Quincy Jones re-

mains hungry for more. His declaration in his

2001 autobiography certainly explains what

makes this legendary music man tick. 

But it does not really do justice to Jones’ colorful

musical journey, whose milestones range from gigging

as a trumpeter with bandleader Lionel Hampton in 1951

to his latest achievement, scoring 50 Cent’s new au-

tobiographical film “Get Rich or Die Tryin’.” 

To mark Jones’  60th anniversary this year,

Qwest/DreamWorks/Universal Music Enterprises re-

cently issued remastered versions of five key albums

that feature him as a performer and/or producer: “Back

on the Block,” “Q’s Jook Joint” and “From Q, With

Love,” and the soundtracks to “The Color Purple” and

“Boyz N the Hood.”
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JONES

NEW MILESTONES

ON A SIX-DECADE

JOURNEY FROM

BEBOP TO HIP-HOP

QUINCY

BY GAIL

MITCHELL
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he story of Henry Cárdenas is the quintessential rags-to-riches

American tale. It is the story of an impoverished Colombian teen

who comes to the United States with his family in search of a bet-

ter life. He graduates from college and earns an MBA, but finds

his calling as an entrepreneur in concert and event promotion.

Today, his company, Cárdenas Marketing Network, led by Cárdenas as

CEO and president Jorge Naranjo, is widely recognized as the leading

Hispanic event and music promoter in the United States. It presents more

than 400 events a year.

The company’s latest coup is the current 21-city U.S. and Latin Ameri-

can tour by reggaetón star Daddy Yankee.

But CMN’s scope extends beyond purely musical tours to incorpo-

rate marketing events and community outreach programs.

Sponsorships are behind virtually every single CMN event. Music is

also a common thread, an element in 80% of everything CMN does,

and used in imaginative ways.

The Cárdenas name can be simultaneously found behind a major

tour, like Daddy Yankee’s or Carlos Vives’, or the unique Miller Lite

Máquina Musical, a six-month, traveling music extravaganza featuring

portable stages, marquee names and a big sponsorship.

Cárdenas “changed and revolutionized what was continued on >>p38
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HENRY

BY LEILA

COBO

S P E C I A L F E A T U R E

CÁRDENAS
FROM DISCO PARTIES TO

DADDY YANKEE, HOW

LATIN MUSIC’S MASTERFUL

PROMOTER HIT IT BIG
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EARTH,

S P E C I A L F E A T U R E

rom 8-track to iPod.”

With those words, Earth, Wind &

Fire co-founding member Verdine

White succinctly distills the gen-

eration-spanning love affair be-

tween the band and its legion of fans. And after

35 years and more than 20 million albums sold,

the group shows no signs of slowing down.

With six consecutive double-platinum al-

bums to its credit, EWF will release its 23rd

set, “Illumination,” Sept. 20 through Sanc-

tuary Records Group. Two days prior to that,

the group will open the 57th annual Emmy

Awards on CBS with the equally colorful Black

Eyed Peas. 

That pairing reflects EWF’s ongoing influ-

ence on contemporary music. 

Meanwhile, “Illumination” finds the col-

lective collaborating with a diverse lineup of

acts and producers from the R&B/hip-hop

world, including Raphael Saadiq, Black Eyed

Peas frontman Will.i.am, Jimmy Jam and Terry

Lewis, Floetry and Organized Noize.

Hip-hop wunderkind Kanye West and R&B

newcomer Raheem DeVaughn are the latest

to embrace what each describes as EWF’s

timeless legacy.

West’s new album, “Late Registration,” fea-

tures the song “Celebration,” whose horn ac-

cents call to mind EWF’s signature sound.

“So many hip-hop artists have been influ-

enced by them,” West notes. 

“What better steps to follow in?” asks De-

Vaughn, whose first single, “Guess Who Loves

You More,” from his Jive Records album “The

Love Experience,” inte-
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AFTER 35 YEARS

TOGETHER, THE SEMINAL

R&B GROUP ENTERS AN

AGE OF ‘ILLUMINATION’WIND & FIRE
BY GAIL

MITCHELL

F
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he list of audio engineers who earn their livelihoods
from mixing hit records is shorter than a two-minute
radio edit. The fact that two of those lucky souls are
brothers can only be explained by a happy accident
of genetics.“It’s in our blood,” says Chris Lord-Alge, who—with his younger

brother Tom—have built formidable careers as mixers to the

stars. “We have the gene. I’m convinced that you’re born with

this disease, being a studio rat.”The combined credits of the Lord-Alge brothers are
a virtual catalog of rock, pop and country hits,
from Steve Winwood’s high-water mark
“Back in the High Life” album to GreenDay’s epic “American Idiot,” whichtopped the charts and the top 10lists of many a music critic.There are literally hundreds ofothers, and they span an im-pressively broad range of styles. Chris’ discography includesmusic by Dave Matthews
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S P E C I A L F E A T U R E

Band, Collective Soul, B.B. King, Hole, Faith Hill, Joe Cocker, Anastacia,

Joe Satriani, Bad Religion, the Donnas, Tina Turner, John Prine and Blessid

Union of Souls. 
Tom has mixed projects for Avril Lavigne, the Wallflowers, the Rolling

Stones, Sixpence None the Richer, Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark, Mar-

ilyn Manson, Joan Armatrading, Limp Bizkit, Blink-182, Fountains of Wayne,

Imani Coppola and Earth, Wind & Fire, among many others.

For all their family ties, parallel success streaks and joint credits on a

number of albums, the brothers now live a continent apart and work in-

dependently of each other. 
Yet earlier this year, they jointly signed with Nettwerk Man-

agement, with an eye toward leveraging the “Lord-Alge” name

into areas ranging from ringtones to artist development.
For nearly two decades, Chris has kept shop at Image

Recording in Los Angeles, while Tom has been based at

South Beach Studios in Miami Beach since the mid-’90s.
Although Chris and Tom are by far the most visible

members of the Alge clan, the family’s bloodline in the

industry actually runs deeper. The boys’ late father, Frank,

ran a jukebox vending company at a time when the 45-

inch single was the prevai l ing 

IN THE STUDIO,BROTHERS TAKEPARALLEL TRACKSTO HIT-MIXING
SUCCESS

T
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LORD-ALGE

CHRIS & TOM BY PAUL

VERNA

HOW BRITAIN’SBOLDEST BANDSWAGGERED FARFROM HOME TO FINDFAME AND ‘TRUTH’

OASIS
BY PAUL
SEXTON

S P E C I A L F E A T U R E

t has often been a rocky decade, but Oasis
has rolled with it.Reinvigorating the dreary British music
scene of the pre-Britpop 1990s, these
dropouts hailing from a Manchester, Eng-

land, housing project sparkled and soared

like the champagne supernova of their fa-

mous song.
Steadfast in the belief that it is better to

risk a bad opinion than excite no opinion at

all, the band raced up the rankings in U.K.

rock without looking back. When it hit the

top 10 for the first time in the summer of

1994 with “Live Forever,” fans knew the title

was no empty promise.The swagger of Oasis’ first chart singles

earlier that year, “Supersonic” and “Shak-

ermaker,” presented an offer that a som-

nambulant British music industry could not,

and did not, want to resist. But the group’s braggadocio was founded

in hard work, endless rehearsals and gigs

with little glamour from as early as 1991. 

Noel Gallagher, then 24, was a Stone Roses

fan who had been turned down as the front-

man by another popular local act, Inspiral

Carpets, and went to work instead as their

roadie. Younger brother Liam was a mere 19.

The pair even then were prone to the public

sparring that would colorfully punctuate

their eventual rock conquest.The decision by Creation Records founder

Alan McGee to sign and champion Oasis pro-

duced more than just personal riches. Begin-

ning with the band’s debut album, “Definitely

Maybe,” the Creation collaboration sparked a

decade-plus career that has grown into a mu-

sical landmark for a generation, first in Britain

and then around the world.The history of a truly larger-than-life British

rock band has unfolded in the last 10 years.

Working with a variety of band members

from that day through to the release of their

current album, “Don’t Believe the Truth,” the

Gallaghers have walked it exactly as they’ve

talked it.

I

continued on >>p34
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e is an icon, a musician whose first initialsalone separate him from a legion of admirersand wannabes. 
His name has become a brand for his ownstyle of blues. Most anybody who has slung a

guitar over their shoulder would give an appendage for
the privilege of playing with him.And yet, in this year that marks his 80th birthday and
the arrival of a new album titled “B.B. King & Friends—
80,” he humbly says, “There are a lot of people who
haven’t heard of B.B. King.”That is hard to imagine. Since he started recording in
1949, King has set a standard of musical excellence that
has influenced scores of followers and has seldom been
equaled. A player, singer, writer and bandleader, he is a
Mississippi Delta pioneer who forged his own unique
sound from the influence of his forebears.King has created a soulful, melodic approach to the
blues that nevertheless stings when it has to and is played
with a genuine sense of grit and urgency, even when the
arrangements are polished to a shiny sonic veneer. Much of the credit for that goes to King’s playing style
and his distinctive tone: a sweet, ringing sound influenced
by Hawaiian and country music. But he plays with a tech-
nique learned from such blues and jazz continued on >>p36
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KING
B.B.

AS HE TURNS
80, THE KING

OF THE BLUES
STILL DEFINES
A GENRE, AND

THE THRILL
CLEARLY IS

STILL ALIVE

BY GARY GRAFF

inger, actress, entrepreneur and celebrity,

Mexican star Thalía has carved out one of

the most successful global Latin careers

in memory. 

The arrival of her new album, “El Sexto Sen-

tido,” is but the latest chapter in the story of a driven

star who does what it takes to get what she wants.

Born Thalía Sodi Miranda in Mexico City, she is the

youngest of five sisters, arriving 11 years after her next-

oldest sibling. She focused her energies on an artistic

career since early childhood.

She worked under the fierce guardianship and

supervision of her mother, who concentrated fully

on handling her daughter’s career after Thalía’s fa-

ther died. 

By the time she was 15 years old, Thalía was already

a member of Timbiriche, at the time the country’s most

popular teen band, and a bona fide soap opera star with

a leading role in the country’s most popular TV serial.

Such early success in a country that actively fos-

ters young talent is not as surprising as is Thalía’s

remarkable staying power and capacity for rein-

vention.

Thalía’s career has been on a consistent ride up-

ward, punctuated by equally successful forays into

the business world. 

Now 34, Thalía is a one-name wonder, associated

with music, TV, clothing (the
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C I A L F E A T U R E

MEXICO’S

MULTIFACETED

SUPERSTAR

HAS THRIVED

THROUGH

REINVENTION

THALÍA
BY LEILA

COBO
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BILLBOARD STARS 2006

BOOK SPACE NOW!

SHINE
LIKE THE
STARS


